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Abstract: ‘Diaspora’ means scatter between or across the world and diasporic consciousness is 
awareness of being scattered. Stephane Dufoix in his book Diasporas (2008) defines the term ‘a sense of 
displacement’. In contemporary discourse, exile and Diaspora are taken to consign to diverse national, 
cultural, religious, and political groups and peoples. Commonly, the term denotes any type of migration, 
immigration, exile or returning from exile, legal or illegal border crossing territorialisation. These 
diasporic feelings are expressed effectively by most of the Indian English writers in their works. The poet 
we have opted is Imtiaz Dharker. She is a Pak-Indo-Brit poet. She is a versatile artist, poet, social worker 
and also film maker. She expresses her diasporic consciousness in most of her poems as her life time is 
divided between three countries.  She also travels a lot so her sense of belonging is not limited to one 
nation or a place. She expresses her sense of nostalgia through her poems. Often she becomes the 
speaker-narrator rather than only a narrator while expressing the diasporic consciousness of the speaker 
of the poem. She becomes the mouth piece of the protagonists of her poems.   

 
Introduction: Dharker locates the prismatic effects of identities formed in circumstances of 
dislocation- the traveller, dislocation by choice, and the ethnic at some personal-historical moment 
dislocated by force. Dharker as a traveller moves across borders, speaks several languages, brings old 
tales to light, tales of the world and family politics in almost all her six collections of verse. Her diasporic 
psyche is found in these lines: 
 I was born a foreigner. 
 I carried on from there 
 to become a foreigner everywhere 
 I went, even in the place 
 planted with my relatives, 
 six-foot tubers sprouting roots, 
 their fingers and faces pushing up- 
 new shoots of maize and sugar cane. 

   (Postcards from god.  p.157) 
 
These lines explain the psyche of the person dislocated either willingly or unwillingly. 
 
In the sub section “Lascar Johnnie 1930” of the collection Terrorist at my Table, Dharker narrates 
Diasporic consciousness, nostalgia, and compassion of the narrator Lascar Johnnie. She also discusses 
politics of language, location, religion and identity that make the Muslim community suffer. In “Lascar 
Johnnie” Dharker’s focus is on racism, dislocation and displacement, nostalgia and compassion 
experienced by Indian Muslim Lascars in the ports of Glasgow during 1930s.  Later they became peddlers 
and suffered in deficiency and disarticulation and ‘not-at-home-ness’. Through the voice of Lascar 
Johnnie, Dharker states her psychological and personal dislocation that result from colonial vilification. 
The poet re-enacts this "humiliation" of the Islamic community of Indian origin, and tries to show it as 
one of the effects of globalisation in contemporary world.  In 2004, Bernard Lewis in his  best-known 
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book exponent of The Crisis of Islam: Holy War and Unholy Terror,  argues animosity toward the west is 
best understood with the decline of the once powerful Ottoman empire, compounded by the import of 
western ideas- Arab socialism, Arab liberalism and Arab secularism. During the past three centuries, the 
Islamic world has lost its dominance and its leadership, and has fallen behind both the modern West 
and the rapidly modernizing Orient. This widening gap poses increasingly sensitive problems, both 
practical and emotional, for which the rulers, thinkers, and rebels of Islam have not yet found effectual 
answers.  In the essay titled 'The spirit of terrorism', Jean Baudrillard described 9/11 as the first global 
event that "questions the very process of globalization"(2009).  
 
Dharker portrays the humiliation undergone by Muslims in 1930s in Britain in the sub-section “Lascar 
Johnnie” from the collection The Terrorist at my table. Twenty percent of Britain’s maritime labour force 
was made up of Indian seamen, called ‘lascars’. Many stayed on at ports like Glasgow, some as itinerant 
salesman, peddling their wares in remote parts of Scotland.  She goes back to history to speak about the 
status of a migrant in Western Societies in the post-colonial context.  Immigrants with a working-class 
status encounter social discrimination based on racist attitudes that treat Indians as racially inferior and 
equate them with Africans (especially in Britain…).  The threat of Indian immigrants to their hosts is 
minimal since they constitute a tiny minority and are usually a fairly unimportant group within the many 
other much more numerous immigrant communities. The small numbers of South Asian people in Britain 
before the First World War were socially and geographically scattered. This group included students, 
lascars and nannies of East India company employees. Indian lascars deserted and settled near the London 
docks from the eighteenth century onwards and many became a part of the multi-racial dock communities, 
cohabiting with and marrying local English women.  
            
Britain hired many people from foreign seafaring communities - Arabs came from Yemen and Indians 
from Bengal, Gujarat, Punjab and Sind. They were called Lascars and by 1842 some three thousand of 
them visited British ports annually. Between 1830 and 1903 some forty thousand foreign seamen sailed 
with British war and merchant ships, most spending some time in British ports, either in transit or 
discharged. They stayed with those of the same nationality and language in authorized boarding houses.  
Seamen of all nationalities often worked for low pay and long hours in terrible conditions. Lascars often 
suffered under cruel officers and became distraught and diseased. Many did not brave the journey home 
and sought better and safe jobs on shore. Some worked in the booming dockyards or opened small 
shops while the new railways led others to industries in the North. However most were illiterate and 
became street sweepers, beggars and peddlers in London's dockland areas of Shadwell, Wrapping and 
Poplar. Living conditions were deplorable and many died of starvation and exposure. However, passport 
stop lists were introduced in the 1920s to exclude political activists with a history of anti-British activity 
in India. The control of passports was directed primarily at Indian peddlers from the Punjab who sought 
to bring family members to Britain to assist them with their businesses, and selling goods door-to-door. 
Dharker has sensitised this issue. 
 
In the six poems of “Lascar Johnnie”, Dharker deals with the themes like alienation, racial prejudice, 
nostalgia, compassion, and reconciliation.  In the poem “Lascar” Dharker represents the transition of the 
Lascars.  Transitional self is vulnerable to group stigmatization in addition to primary ‘misrecognition’ 
on account of ethnicity.    The speaker-narrator says: 

I am invisible, in a ship manned 
by invisible men, hands without names. 
The captain does not see us, 
but there are times when the ship does, 
when it forgets its cargo of cotton, 
loses its grip on sugar and tobacco, 
and reshapes itself around its living load. (p.57) 
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As his self esteem is endangered by conflicts with the host culture, and his increasing alienation from 
the motherland makes him idealize the norms of native culture within the migrant community. He 
imagines and becomes nostalgic: 

Water cannot satisfy my tongue. 
My thirst needs broad Punjabi, 
my feet scrabble for flat earth, the plains. 
Sometimes leaving America, 
sometimes coming to Glasgow, 
I see another shoreline, sprung with palms. (ibid) 

 
Hassan Mahamdalle in his article on “Muslim working class Struggles” says: 

Muslims have been living, working and struggling in Britain in increasing numbers for well 
over a hundred years, and early settlements go back much further, right back to the 1600s. 
Other sections of the working class are assumed to have traditions and histories of struggle. 
Muslims seem to have no history, radical or otherwise.

1 

 
So the narrator in “Lascar Johnnie” feels bad because the Indian lascars are neglected by their captains. 
They do not pay any attention to the names of the lascars or the songs sung by them. Jonnie says: 

The captain chooses not to hear 
our songs, or know our names. 
Allahuddin, Mohammed, Mubarak, Bismillah. 
Our names are prayers. 
Someone must be saying them tonight 
in the other country 
like a conversation, as if we were there. (p.57) 

 
He imagines that they are remembered by their families at home.  Dharker’s attempt in writing history is 
significant because in post-colonial context, it is a definition of one’s position in comparison with the 
colonial past. Jasbir Jain points out “it is not merely a question of time, of the aftermath of colonialism, 
but one of attitude which goes beyond the attempt to confront colonialism to become an attempt to 
transcend it, to step outside the influence and the framework, to reclaim an autonomous identity”2.  

 
In “Glasgow, shore leave” lascar Johnnie describes the city where he landed. He imagines of possibilities 
for a better living he tries to overcome nostalgia and says: 

Here instead, a day  
offered like an unbroken egg, 
still alive with possibility, 
a long pause for thought 
between last light 
and night. 
................. 
Inside me, when I look, 
it is still light. (p. 58) 

 
With this hope he enters the new land. He expects support from his fellow countrymen.  
 
In the poem “Close” Dharker attempts to show the unity of Indian lascars in Glasgow. She uses the 
image of the ‘other’ to show his displacement and differentiation. The narrator identifies himself with 
the ‘other’ saying ‘I was like you once’. He searches for his community in a foreign land and dreams of 
the support of them as it is in his country. He writes: 

... it is our own country. 
People from our village 
Giving proper food and rice, 
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Sometimes, God willing a bed.(p.59) 
 
Jacques Lacan calls this kind of inside/out/outside/in space i.e. the contingent process of the inside 
turning into the outside and producing another hybrid site as sign. The narrator’s imaginary relationship 
with his nation and people is symbolic, imaginary. In “Johnnie” the narrator as a peddler go round the 
place selling his wares. He establishes a kind of acquaintance with people i.e reconciliation. Dharker 
narrates: 

Whit’s yer name, son? I make it   
easy for her. Johnnie.  
She pays. Two pennies Missus,  
As I go, she smiles (p. 60) 

 
Thus the peddler has obliterated the boundaries between the inner and outer, has widened the spaces to 
include both private and public spaces. ‘Johnnie’ turns ‘Jaan’ in the poem “Jaan”. The act of displacement 
now makes his diasporic conscience, a traveller on the move. Some seamen (peddlers) began to put 
down semi-permanent or permanent roots, often resulting from relationships that had grown up 
between them and local women. Johnnie searches for such a relationship, though he often recollects his 
wife’s asking’ when will you come home, Jaanu? /How will I cut my days?/ You know how it is. He 
searches – as soon as someone calls him: 

Jaan. John. Jaanu. Johnnie. 
Your head turns, too quickly. 
Your eyes expect  
another doorway  
another kind of light (P. 61) 

 
 After establishing a relationship and accommodating himself, he transfers his self to the ‘other’. Thus 
the lascars tried to settle in a foreign land, facing all the problems of dislocation and displacement. 
 
The last poem of the section “The Right way” reflects the nostalgia of the Lascar through the process of 
making tea similar to his wife’s recipe. He narrates: 
 

My wife would put in  
Ginger, cinnamon, or seeds of cardamom.  
................................................................ 
Then take a cup 
and strain it in. 
............................. 
I am showing the way  
We drink tea in my village. (p.62) 

 
 He tries to mingle with the culture of the foreign land so shares his native experience with the 
community of the land he stays with. He continues: 

Pour it in 
To the saucer, blow. 
Now drink. Don’t shake, don’t spill. 
Don’t laugh. 
Good, no? (Ibid) 

 
He ends the poem with the savour of his native culture and tries to make it a part of  the host culture. 
These lines describe his way of living in a dislocation with reminiscences though his exile is intentional, 
essential and unavoidable. His sense of loss, the memory of home and pain of being in a new land and 
culture disturbs his psyche. Even then for his survival he makes efforts to adapt himself to host culture. 
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Thus the six poems of the section “Lascar Johnnie 1930” bring out the loneliness of the Asian seamen 
who were employed by the western ship owners, traders, who often found themselves living on foreign 
land, staying on without any real desire to do so. Circumstances often forced these migrations. Dharker 
voices their muted longings for their fields, rivers and homes in Punjab while living in new houses, and 
with new women these men dreamt of their “charpoys” and “wife with jasmine in her hair” in their 
native homes (“Close” 59). The pulls of one’s native food, language, forms of sharing food and such 
cultural practices are seen to lurk constantly in these lascars’ hearts whose lives are almost forgotten by 
all, their own people included. They live with the kind of “plurality of vision” that Said speaks of when 
he says that the exiles are aware of the “simultaneous dimensions,” which he calls “contrapuntal” 
(“Winter” 148). Dharker’s observation and recreation of these men reveals her insight into history and 
local legends. These poems evoke the complex fate of the migrated groups, even if the decisions to stay 
on were their own. She describes the suffering of Indian Muslim Lascars in 1930s in Britain due to racial 
disparity, cruelty of superior officers, loneliness, and economical shortage. 
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